WHAT TO WEAR

GUYS
Guys wear casual pants, wind pants, jeans, or shorts. Jeans or wind pants are required for climbing the rock wall.

Shirts should not have writing or pictures that are contrary to biblical principles.

Swimwear should be trunk-style only.

Jewelry other than rings or a watch may not be worn.

GIRLS
Girls wear loose-fitting or athletic-style, knee-length shorts. Please no pants, jeans, capri pants, short shorts, or midriff tops. For evening services, knee-length skirts, dresses, or shorts are appropriate.

Shirts with writing or pictures that are contrary to biblical principles or with low necklines (front or back) should not be worn.

Swimsuits are to be modest. A T-shirt must be worn over the swimsuit when using the FlowRider surfing wave.

Exception: Wind/athletic pants are required for climbing the rock wall and permitted for ice skating.

Teen Extreme Youth Camp/Youth Outreach Ministry reserves the right to ask anyone to change his or her clothing if, in the opinion of the staff, it does not comply with these standards.